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Have you noticed things mysteriously move around? Keys don't stay put, wallets transport to
different places, and socks go missing from the laundry. We observe reality shifts when things
appear, disappear, transform or transport and when we experience changes in time. Reality
shifts range from the sublime (missing socks and synchronicity) to completely astonishing (the
dead seen alive again; objects appearing out of thin air; spontaneous remission; traveling far in a
very short time). Learn how to live lucidly to create a life you love, positively influence the future
and the past, and transform sabotage into strength. "Cynthia Larson helps restore a sense of
majesty and wonder to our everyday world. If you think science has explained away the magic of
existence, you need seriously to read this book." – Larry Dossey, M.D. "I recommend this book
for its clarity and for its message of hope." – Fred Alan Wolf, Ph.D. "Read, enjoy, be amazed,
ponder REALITY SHIFTS." – Edgar Mitchell, D.Sc.

"Reality Shifts is truly an amazing book that takes the reader on a magical ride to enchant and
revitalize the way we see life, reminding us that anything is possible. This is one of those books
that I will definitely read again and again to fully absorb all that it has to offer." -- New
Consciousness ReviewFrom the Inside Flap"Ever wondered where that missing sock went when
you last searched the clothes dryer? Thought about why those keys you so carefully tucked into
your jacket pocket suddenly disappeared only to be found underneath the cushion of your
favorite television sofa? If so then you have experienced what Cynthia Larson calls a Reality
Shift. In her book of that title subtitled When Consciousness Changes the Physical World, she
explains in clear and unambiguous language just what these reality shifts are, why they occur,
and how they can be used to influence and change your life for the better. Larson even goes into
how the latest ideas from quantum physics can help us understand these shifts and most
importantly believe in them as part of our reality, not just our imagination. No, Martha, you are not
going crazy, just witnessing the reality shift around you. I recommend this book for its clarity and
for its message of hope. Readers will be encouraged to enjoy reality shifts both literally and in
actuality-when they occur-and will be taught how to make them happen more often." -- Fred Alan
Wolf, Ph.D., National Book Award-winning author of Taking the Quantum Leap and many other
books, including Dr. Quantum's Little Book of Big Ideas, andThe Yoga of Time Travel"In
REALITY SHIFTS, Cynthia Larson helps restore a sense of majesty and wonder to our everyday
world. If you think science has explained away the magic of existence, you need seriously to
read this book." --Larry Dossey, M.D., author of Power of Premonitions, Reinventing
Medicine, and many more"Modern science has now addressed the problem of
consciousness. We each experience consciousness every day, in some of the myriad
and fascinating ways described in REALITY SHIFTS. But no one yet quite understands why this



is so. Speculations, theories and experiments from quantum science have now been entered
into the debate which suggest that our world is far more mystical, complex, interactive and even
humorous than the sterile, mechanistic dogma of classical scientific thought. Read, enjoy, be
amazed, ponder REALITY SHIFTS." -- Edgar Mitchell, Sc.D., author Psychic Exploration, The
Way of the Explorer, Institute of Noetic Sciences Founder, Apollo 14 Astronaut, Apollo 14From
the Back CoverSomething extraordinary is happening...and the closer you look, the more
amazing it getsHave you noticed things move around mysteriously? Keys don't stay put, wallets
transport to different places, and socks go missing from the laundry. We observe reality shifts
when things appear, disappear, transform or transport and when we experience changes in time.
Reality shifts range from the enigmatic (missing socks and synchronicity) to the completely
astonishing and mystifying (the dead seen alive again; objects appearing out of thin air;
spontaneous remissions; traveling far in a very short time). Read Reality Shifts and learn how
you can:Live lucidly to create a life you love Positively influence the future & pastTransform
sabotaging beliefs into strength"Cynthia Sue Larson helps restore a sense of majesty and
wonder to our everyday world. If you think science has explained away the magic of existence,
you need seriously to read this book." -- Larry Dossey, M.D."I recommend this book for its clarity
and its message of hope." -- Fred Alan Wolf, Ph.D."Read, enjoy, be amazed, ponder REALITY
SHIFTS." -- Edgar Mitchell, D.Sc.About the AuthorCynthia Sue Larson is an author and life
coach whose favorite question in any situation is "How good can it get?" as she helps people
understand how our thoughts and feelings literally change the world. Cynthia received a BA
degree in physics from UC Berkeley and an MBA degree from San Francisco State University,
and has helped people set and achieve extraordinary goals in optimal alignment with their core
strengths. Her popular ezine can be read and subscribed to: at: www.realityshifters.com --This
text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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this everyday, ordinary life. We most commonly notice reality shifts when we set something down
and it vanishes or reappears somewhere very different from where we know we left it. Reality
shifts are physically observable changes that occur without any direct physical intervention. We
may note that the more attention we pay to the idea that reality shifts, the more we see our reality
shift.We live in an incredibly dynamic universe that gives us what we wish for, like a waking
dream. Reality is fluid, occasionally discontinuous, and fully responsive to our thoughts and
feelings. Scientific studies have shown that our wishes and thoughts do not come only from our
brains, but from every cell in our bodies. We attract to us that on which we most focus our
attention. The better our wishes are aligned, the better we can notice how the universe responds
to our every question and thought.Our thoughts and feelings seem to shift reality to create the
coincidences that make our lives exciting and rewarding, with our wishes and prayers coming
true. Even our own bodies are capable of miraculous transformation, as I've found by
participating in healing for myself and others. We really do have the power to change reality with
our thoughts and feelings, and to see our dreams come true. We can heal ourselves and others
and even the things we love. In each moment of life, we can choose to enjoy our lives by opening
our minds and hearts to feel the incredible energy of pure love, letting go of feelings of anger
about the past and worry about the future. There is a great abundance of love, joy, inspiration
and prosperity in this universe, and it is freely available to us all.I have witnessed some amazing
reality shifts: I've seen magazines transport themselves; I've watched bruises vanish from my
hand; I've observed a previously dead cat walking around in my backyard, very much alive.
These experiences are exhilarating and awe-inspiring for me.I love to share reality shift
experiences with my friends and family, such as the time two friends and I noticed a large
sundial sculpture appear out of nowhere at the Berkeley Marina one day, looking as if it had



been there for many years. On a different occasion, my daughter showed me that an illustration
in a book we read every day was completely different. I once took my husband's coat out of the
laundry, and was surprised to see that its fabric was different. I've watched car keys materialize
out of thin air under a friend's hands, as we wondered how to get into his locked car when we
couldn't locate the keys.I've talked to total strangers about reality shifts while waiting in movie or
grocery lines, and found that many I've talked to have witnessed reality shift, and want to know
what's going on. Most people I've talked to experienced situations where objects inexplicably
vanished or relocated, and are eager to hear stories of shifting reality and an explanation for why
reality shifts. The tremendous interest in this subject has given me the impetus and support to
summarize my own experiences with reality shifts, and to investigate this phenomenon.I hope
the stories in this book spark a sense of recognition for you, so you may increase your
awareness of reality shifts, validate your own reality shift experiences, and be reassured that
reality shifts are a natural part of life. This book may be considered a how-to guide for those
eager to explore the changing nature of reality, while others may prefer to read and contemplate
the significance of reality shift stories. I wrote this book to embody a unique synthesis of physical
phenomena, spirituality, and personal development, because I believe that ultimately the
greatest practical application for shifting reality is in changing oneself.Chapter 1Introduction to
Reality"I would rather live in a world where my life is surrounded by mystery than live in a world
so small that my mind could comprehend it."– Harry Emerson FosdickWhat is
Reality?"Whatever works” – Carol StiegerReality is the fundamental essence of existence. In
order to know what is real from what is not, we rely upon our senses, our reasoning, and our
intuition. Our senses provide us with the physical input our mind requires to comprehend the
world, and our mind gives us a framework in which to place our experiences. Our intuition helps
us feel what really matters to us, and whether something feels out of place or just fine. Intuition is
the inner teaching that lets us know what is right for us, and what we truly need.Many
dictionaries say reality is:"the state of things as they are or as they appear to be, rather than as
one might wish them to be,”and define real as:"existing or occurring in the physical world; not
imaginary, fictitious, dream-like or theoretical.”What we wish for, dream and imagine is the very
framework and foundation of everything we create. In other words, the essence of all that is real
springs forth from all that is not yet real. Every great invention starts out as a mere idea;
everything we build begins as something previously only imagined. When we contemplate the
difference between fantasy and reality, we look into the very essence of how creation works; we
get a sense of the innermost workings of the universe itself and how something comes from
nothing.The difference between fantasy and reality seems clear to most people. Dreams are
something we wake up from, whereas reality is what we awaken into. Dreams are fanciful and
unpredictable, whereas reality feels more familiar and stable. We can tell the difference between
fantasy and reality because fantasy is purely our own creation—something we either dreamt, or
wished for, or imagined somehow—while reality is what already exists that we do not believe to
be totally our own creation.Sometimes it is difficult to be conscious of dreaming as we are



dreaming, and the fantasy does feel real to us during the time we are dreaming. We may even
believe we are already awake because we awoke from a dream within a dream, and it's easy to
feel quite startled to wake up out of what we already thought was wakefulness. The jolt of
awareness that a more conscious state is possible informs us, "Now you are truly awake!" In
other words, we most clearly notice the difference between different states of mind by
experiencing the boundary between these experiences.Reality, like a dream, is in a continual
state of change and transition. Nothing stays the same for very long. The weather changes, the
continents change shape and drift across the oceans, and even we ourselves change
tremendously with time. Any attempt to hold onto something is essentially futile, because
constant change is the rule in life, as it is in dreams. We may feel a need for our world to be
somewhat solid and stable, because we want something dependable under our feet that we can
rely on to be there and build upon. We think we want things to stay somewhat fixed and solid,
even though we actually need fluidity and change in order to grow and develop. A lack of change
feels like stagnation, where the flow of fresh air and water has stopped; it's an unpleasant
experience for most people. Feeling and hearing a breeze, breathing fresh air, and drinking fresh
running water feels immensely more pleasurable and healthy than breathing stale air and
drinking stagnant water.If you're thinking to yourself, "Not everybody has to change," then
consider the idea that every job that exists on earth deals in change, including yours. Farmers
work with earth to grow food from the sun's energy, truckers transport food from farms to grocery
stores, grocery store employees keep the new food on the shelves, and customers buy and eat
the food. Bankers collect the money from individuals and businesses, and update financial
records after each transaction. Sanitation engineers take the garbage from our businesses and
homes and transport it to solid waste management areas for recycling, reuse, burial, or
incineration. Secretaries answer telephone calls, take messages, type memorandums, and file
papers for managers who design and manage projects that produce goods and services. Every
human job is focused on changing something, no matter how small a thing it may seem to be.If
you feel like you want to change the world, where do you start? The biggest change we can
make in life and the most exhilarating is to change ourselves. Changing ourselves changes our
behavior, and when we change the way we act in the world, we're changing both the quantity
and quality of our interactions. If we wish to change our behaviors, we need to change a couple
of things we have full control of in our lives—our attitudes and beliefs. Our attitudes and beliefs
form the basis for our every action in life, and this is truly the way we "make something out of
nothing," and create new realities from what were previously unconscious desires.Sometimes,
we know we need to change because we feel a need for something different in our lives, and we
recognize that if we continue on the way we've been going, we'll end up precisely where we're
headed! This realization can give us the necessary jolt to snap out of our habitual lives and
consider that there might be a better way to live than what we've been doing so far. Sometimes
we have to crash into a wall several times before we notice that this hurts, especially if we are
rather hardheaded. If we feel like we keep running into walls, we might ask ourselves if we've



fenced our belief system in too thoroughly for our own good. Other times we feel an urge to
change because we find ourselves in a completely different situation than we've ever previously
encountered, and we know we need to be able to adapt ourselves, because all the old notions of
what works and what doesn't work don't apply outside of the old boundaries of our beliefs. Only
when we question these new and unusual experiences can we begin to increase our knowledge
of what lies beyond the boundaries of what we comprehend.Sand CrabsWhen I was a child, I
saw an extraordinary thing one day at the beach. My family and I were vacationing at a remote
island in the Pacific Ocean, and we spent a leisurely day on a quiet, uninhabited beach. I sat by
myself on a part of the beach populated by a whole colony of sand crabs. These little crabs lived
in holes in the sand that each crab dug for itself, and at any sign of movement, the crabs would
scurry quickly down into their holes for safety.I observed one of the crabs moving sand with a
claw with absent-minded proficiency, and I was mesmerized to see the effortless way it obtained
a scoop of sand and lifted it into the air. This activity looked like so much fun to me that I made a
similar ball of sand and playfully tossed it toward some crabs. The sand ball hit an unsuspecting
crab, which immediately scooped up a ball of sand and held it aloft while standing up as high on
its back legs as possible. The crab looked as tense and concerned as a crab can look, with
moist grains of sand from the sand ball I'd just tossed still clinging to its shell.The crab continued
standing high on its back legs, surveying the area and assessing all the crabs in the vicinity to
determine who might have tossed a sand ball. After several long moments of careful
consideration, the crab steadied itself as it fixed its gaze on one particular crab. It suddenly flung
its ball of sand at this unsuspecting crab, which it hit with incredible precision! The targeted crab
immediately scooped up a ball of sand and returned fire.In a matter of minutes, a dozen little
crabs were all flinging sand balls at one another with reckless abandon. None of the crabs
suspected the perpetrator of the whole sand ball fracas was not a crab at all, but a human.My
experience with these sand crabs shows me that crabs interpret what happens to them in terms
they can understand, which may not be the truest sense of what is actually happening. We
humans are not so different from crabs, in the sense that we are also only capable of interpreting
experience based on what we know of reality. Some forces are simply outside our realm of
comprehension. The sand crabs had no prior knowledge of humans, so they did not imagine I
might have been the one who threw the first sand ball, though my interaction with them had the
effect of moving almost every single crab on the beach into action.We live within a
conceptualization of a universe of which we have limited understanding, just like the crabs on
the beach with no knowledge of anything besides other crabs throwing sand balls. We have
much in common with those crabs, since we usually only consider other humans like ourselves
to be capable of affecting our lives. When Captain Cook's sailing ship first approached the island
of Tahiti in the South Pacific it was not noticed by the inhabitants, even when Captain Cook and
his crew pointed it out to them, since no Tahitians ever saw such a vessel before. Just as Captain
Cook's ship was invisible to Tahitians, I was invisible to sand crabs on the beach. This shows
that we can't contemplate what we have no comprehension of, even when it is right in front of us.



The range of our knowledge of reality is limited by our pre-existing beliefs, assumptions and
expectations.How We Construct RealityWe like to comprehend our environment, so we name
things and ideas in order to think and talk about them. It is the unique way our brains and
sensory systems work together that often convinces us that we are directly experiencing
something, when in fact our brain filters all our senses. Our brains influence both how we
conceptualize ourselves and elements of our environments; how we select and store
information. Some minds work in visual images, seeing pictures, while others structure
experience in words, ideas, or according to how something feels. Every person has a unique
way of paying attention and storing and retrieving their impressions of what they pay attention to.
Whether we interpret our experience in feelings, visual images, or words, the way we order the
universe therefore limits our observational concepts.It's a well-known fact that our visual
perception is "full of holes." We have no photoreceptors in the middle of our retinas, and we only
see our visual range of the spectrum of light. The visual range is a relatively narrow bandwidth
from red to violet; we do not see infrared or ultraviolet frequencies without technological tools to
help us. We compensate for these perceptual limitations by filling in the holes with what we
believe is there, and what we fill in can be more than half of what we believe we are seeing. Our
brains do this so seamlessly that we are seldom conscious of visual gaps. This may be why we
can see more information by moving around and getting a new perspective, and why we often
notice, "something seems different" in visual puzzles in the Sunday newspapers, but don't know
exactly what changed unless we compare each minute detail between nearly identical
pictures.Dr. Karl Pribram, a neuroscientist at Stanford University, proposes that our brains
perform computations to construct physical reality. This holographic model of the brain suggests
that we are viewing only a very limited version of reality that we are capable of understanding.
We already know we do not perceive everything there is, but Dr. Pribram also suggests that if we
saw reality without the mathematical computations our brains perform, we would observe a very
different universe in the frequency domain without any sense of time or space—just events. The
holographic model of the brain helps explain how our brains can store so much information in so
little space, and also how we can best recall a memory when we illuminate it with the same kind
of feeling we had when we stored the memory. Our brains also allow us to easily transfer learned
skills, so we find it easy to trace the shape of a valentine heart in the air with our nose, even if
we've never before done such a thing. Pribram's holographic brain model explains that if our
brains are converting all our memories into interfering waveforms, they are able to flexibly roll
every idea around to be played with and experienced from many different perspectives.The very
process of labeling and archiving information greatly affects what we allow ourselves to
experience. By constraining the way we identify and sort the significance of an experience, our
memory structures give our minds order and cohesiveness. These memory structures can also
block our ability to fully comprehend any given experience. We can empathize with the crabs on
the beach who notice that a ball of sand has appeared nearby, yet have trouble noticing that it
was thrown by a human being, since they have no way to comprehend such a thing as a human.



Even though something very large is right in front of us like a gigantic human being near a group
of crabs, or an enormous sailing ship sitting just offshore a Tahitian beach, we may not notice it if
we've never seen any such thing before. We tend to perceive what we are ready and willing to
perceive, and not much more ... unless we open ourselves to directly experiencing reality.
Fortunately, we can increase our awareness of something simply by paying attention to it.Have
you ever noticed that when you are thinking seriously about something, like buying a new car,
you suddenly see lots of new cars all around? If you are thinking of getting a dog, it seems like
dogs are everywhere. If you are thinking of having a baby, everyone seems to be having babies.
What we attend to brings that idea or thought more into our awareness, and we are likely to feel
its presence has increased in our lives. I've found it to be true that when I appreciate how reality
shifts around me I begin to notice many more such changes going on.When I notice more reality
shifts, I also see how much I create for myself by how I choose to feel in response to my
environment. I interpret the behavior of people and things around me according to my own
beliefs and attitudes, coloring each experience with how I choose to feel about it. I can choose to
live in a world of anger about past injustices, or in a world of worry about the uncertain future, or
in a world of acceptance of the love that is here right now. We can live in any world we choose,
although much of what we are choosing we are only unconsciously aware of. We often don't pay
conscious attention to the background sounds, smells, sights, and other sensations around us,
yet they have very profound effects upon us. Likewise, we rarely pay much attention to the
unconscious currents in our minds. Whether we admit it or not, we all start with our own unique
perceptions of the world upon which we base our personal conception of reality.Our concept of
reality is a subset of the totality of all that reality encompasses—much in the same way as our
house, car, office, and shopping areas are not the entire universe, even if we do spend much of
our time in those enclosed places. As we change how we think about things, we can open our
minds and our senses to new possibilities with fewer constraints on what we will and won't
believe in, and then we can begin to experience miracles as we become more involved in being
fully present.Belief Structures"There will be some fundamental assumptions which adherents of
all variant systems within the epoch unconsciously presuppose. Such assumptions appear so
obvious that people do not know what they are assuming because no other way of putting things
has ever occurred to them."– Alfred North WhiteheadCultural attitudes are perhaps the strongest
influences upon how individuals form belief structures to view reality. Children start out with
beginner's minds and hearts; they are able to learn whatever language and social norms they
are exposed to. Eskimo children learn how to hear and interpret the different sounds of ice and
snow under their feet, while Australian bushman children learn how to make special sounds that
have no equivalent in other human languages, and how to find the locations of underground
roots and unseen animals. Native American children learn how to smell the rain coming, and
how to recognize the changing of the seasons by what the plants and animals are doing.
Children born with physical handicaps learn to interpret and explore their world by making fuller
use of their entire complement of mental, intuitive, and sensuous skills and abilities. Children of



all cultures learn over time what experiences to be wary of, and how to make sense of the
information they perceive through their senses.Just as every culture teaches its children what is
considered most important to survival and success in that perceived environment, each family
and subgroup within each of these cultures has its own mini-belief system. As children, we learn
what is real and what isn't real from our parents and the other people around us, so we learn to
view the world in ways we can communicate to others. We learn to value and sort our
experiences based on our beliefs of who we are as individuals and in groups. Experiences that
are not part of our beliefs are not easily stored or accessed in our minds, so they often go
undetected in our consciousness.It's amazing how people can live such different lives, mostly
because we each have such unique internal belief systems that form the basis for all subsequent
knowledge we are conscious of. We can be remarkably ambivalent about the parts of life that we
don't value or believe in, effectively shutting out much of what other people may consider to be
the essence and core of their lives. While our individual experiences are so remarkably unique
and varied, collectively we experience All That Is.The psychologist Jean Piaget recognized a
period of reality adjustment in the pre-adolescent child during which magical thinking fades
away. What Piaget did not consider is that this "magical thinking" is a primary and very valuable
process of directly experiencing the universe. Children are born with the ability to conform to any
belief structure, and they start out wide open to all possibility, free of assumptions such as "effect
must always follow cause in time," and "wishes have no effect." As we grow up, each of us
replaces our totally open way of directly experiencing the universe with a belief structure
uniquely customized by immersion in culture and family whose language and ways of living
support and sustain the concept of the consensus reality. We pay little attention to this process
of changing the very way we experience the world, because we unconsciously reframe
ourselves and reframe our life experiences in accordance with our newer belief
structures.Barbara Ann Brennan remembers her own childhood on a farm in Wisconsin in her
book, Hands of Light, where she writes about how she would sit perfectly still alone in the
woods, waiting for small animals to approach her, and blending into her surroundings."In those
quiet moments in the woods I entered into an expanded state of consciousness in which I was
able to perceive things beyond the normal human ranges of experience. I remember knowing
where each small animal was without looking. I could sense its state. When I practiced walking
blindfolded in the woods, I would feel the trees long before I could touch them with my hands. I
realized that the trees were larger than they appeared to the visible eye. Trees have life energy
fields around them, and I was sensing those fields. Later I learned to see the energy fields of
trees and the small animals. I discovered that everything has an energy field around it that looks
somewhat like the light from a candle. I also began to notice that everything is connected by
these energy fields, that no space existed without an energy field. Everything, including me, was
living in a sea of energy."Barbara continues to explain that she did not consider these early
childhood experiences to be extraordinary; she simply accepted them as being natural and
probably well-known by everyone. As Barbara grew up into a young woman, she forgot all about



them. I believe all children are open to this kind of direct experience, and each of us experiences
our own unique interpretation of it.What we believe can be so powerful it can produce
physiological changes in our bodies. "Hysterical pregnancies," where women mistakenly believe
themselves to be pregnant result in women gaining weight, retaining water, and ceasing their
menstrual flow for many months. People given placebos typically experience both the benefits
and the side effects identical to ones they would have if they were taking the drugs being
distributed for the studies. People who believe they have received the "evil eye" often die of
unknown causes within days of being cursed.Our cultures, like our egos, serve to provide us
with a sense of identity. They do this by giving us boundaries we can recognize, and by helping
us sort our experiences into those that are internal and those that are external. Our beliefs give
us these boundary lines of demarcation. Our beliefs tell us things like "you can't read someone
else's mind," "you must work hard and be competitive in order to succeed in life," and
"happiness comes from financial security and social status."In general, our Western culture
believes in cause and effect, where what happens has been brought about by forces that acted
earlier in time. While many religions and spiritual people believe in miracles and the power of
prayer and wishes, the more prevalent point of view in academic circles is that "You don't get
something from nothing." Some scientists believe nothingness may actually be the very source
of all that is, but most people in academia would not agree with that.Experiences that jeopardize
our beliefs in the boundaries we've chosen and adopted as our own are generally met with some
resistance or resentment, unless we are open to expanding our sense of boundaries and
limitations. Love allows us to open ourselves to new beliefs and experiences, and helps us heal
the wounds we feel from holding onto anger and fear. As our boundaries expand in love, so does
our conscious awareness.When we think and believe according to how we've been conditioned,
we tend to behave in the same ways we've learned to interact with our environment. We keep
doing what we've done and believing what we've believed. Our habitual behavior rewards us
until such time as resources are depleted or we lose interest in the sheer monotony of our
repetitive patterns. When we maintain our belief structures, we keep creating for ourselves an
experience of stability and some degree of predictability that works well as a framework for us to
live by.The biggest problem with static belief structures is that they do not allow for ecstasy, ec-
static being essentially the experience of feeling oneself free of stasis—or literally to stand
outside, go beyond, be beside oneself. When we wish our lives would continue as they've
always been, we doom ourselves to a depressing state of boredom for the simple reason that we
are no longer challenging ourselves to our full ability to grow and change. Going beyond our
ordinary concept of self is what always brings us the greatest sense of joy in life. Going beyond
our own boundaries brings us an ecstatic awareness of how we are truly created in connection
with all that is.Even after making a breakthrough and catching a glimpse of the universe beyond
the ways we normally sense it, we usually return again to seeing the universe as solid and
physical almost immediately. When we manage to see outside the normal boundaries of
experience, we often interpret our experience in terms of our own predispositions to see the



images from our framework of understanding. For example, Christian saints and mystics see
images of the Christian faith like Jesus or Mary, while Aboriginal karadji would see Mimi Spirits,
a Lightning Figure, or a Sun Woman.We also may find ourselves having trouble changing our
attitudes and beliefs as we become more and more habituated to them; new experiences and
ways of looking at the world are best adopted when they are reinforced. My younger six-year-old
daughter's mind was still flexible enough for her to say to me, "Mom ... I just saw one of those
things ... what do you call it?" When I replied, "A reality shift?," she nodded excitedly, and said,
"Well I just saw one! I was playing with my horse and it's tail moved when I wasn't even touching
it! I watched it and it moved from that side to the other" as she pointed to indicate it had swished
from right to left. Her mind is more open to seeing a toy move by itself, simply because she
hasn't yet constrained her mind to a certainty that a toy horse's hair tail cannot move by
itself.The more experienced we are, the easier it is for us to say, "I know that" upon encountering
something familiar. We feel delighted to recognize a familiar concept, and are quite happy to find
confirmation of our beliefs. The problem with stopping at this point and categorizing new
experiences in terms of something familiar is that we risk completely missing out on the
unexpected ... the unanticipated ... the surprising ... the amazingly, astonishingly new. If we look
and listen a little more carefully, we can release ourselves from the constraints of predetermined
judgment, and open ourselves up to expanded awareness of multiple coexisting harmonious
meanings. As soon as we stop our questioning process, we essentially imprison ourselves in
whatever set of beliefs we happen to be holding onto at that moment.When we understand that
our belief structures are creations of our minds, we can start noticing how varied individual belief
structures can be from person to person. What one person considers realistic and matter-of-fact
can seem outlandish to another person. Even the idea that other people actually see images in
their minds may seem outlandish to some people, let alone what those people see. When
enough people shift their belief structures and look at the world in a whole new way, cultural
paradigms shift.Social Resistance to Expanded Consciousness"It is demonstrable that many of
the obstacles for change which have been attributed to human nature are in fact due to the
inertia of institutions and to the voluntary desire of powerful classes to maintain the existing
status." –John DeweyCultures gradually expand boundaries to be slightly more inclusive.
This expansion of awareness is apparent in the gradually improved cultural attitudes of
accepting individuals for who they are regardless of race, religion, gender, sexual orientation or
economic class. Obviously, there is still a long way to go before we can accept and love
ourselves and each other as fully as possible, but many of us have come a very long ways
towards feeling genuine unconditional love, even when others don't behave or look like we
do.Listening to different viewpoints is not a prelude to being converted to a particular point of
view, but it is an excellent way to gain deeper understanding of oneself and one's own belief
structure. As we hear what others experience, we gain an opportunity to view the universe from
a new perspective. We can accept others as being true to themselves, and perhaps even learn a
little about who they really are. When we are afraid to listen to different perspectives because we



do not wish to risk losing or modifying our beliefs in the process, we are choosing to remain in
stasis.Few people enjoy being told what to believe, and most of us prefer the freedom to see the
world as we believe it really is. It can feel so delightful to be able to say, "I'm RIGHT, and here's
moreproof that I'm right," but such proclamations seldom hold the same amount of fascination
and exhilaration for those listening to us. We can examine why it is that we feel so strongly that
we want to prove we are right, and take a closer look at what it is that we are hoping others will
see and adopt into their own belief systems. There's generally little advantage in trying to control
or manipulate people to behave according to our perception of their highest potential, since any
remaining desires to try out all other possibilities will just come out more strongly when they are
suppressed, and not always in ways that feel healthy or pleasant. Suppression usually leads to
more extreme and more deeply manifested problems, since it's a forced way of holding onto
unexpressed feelings until they explode out in uncontrolled ways.Most of us prefer to fit in with
what we consider to be normal behavior for the social groups we belong to, even when this
requires that we suppress our truly unique individual feelings in the process. Humans are social
animals, and we strongly prefer acceptance to rejection. Individuals are often socially ostracized
for failing to conform to the norm, so most of us carefully consider how what we say and do
affects how other people think of us.Fortunately for all of us, there are some individuals who take
the risk of being mavericks, and blaze new trails for the rest of us to consider. Some of history's
most revered artists and scientists experienced some fairly severe social resistance to
expanding consciousness as they stretched the boundaries of what the rest of us have come to
take for granted. Copernicus risked being denounced heretical to show us that the Earth
revolves around the sun, and Darwin faced ongoing criticism about his theories of evolutionary
biology. Society may eventually come to appreciate these new beliefs and ways of looking at the
universe, but typically there's a great deal of resistance and discomfort when new ideas are first
presented.New ideas are not comfortable to hear, precisely because they do demand a re-
ordering of the way we comprehend the universe. Many of my friends are artists, poets, and
musicians who are especially conscious of social resistance to new ideas as they make their
own paths in life.There is no line, but you've just crossed itI have an artist friend who was taking
pictures of himself in a photo booth at the Transbay Terminal in San Francisco one day to
experiment with that art medium as an idea for the students in his art class to try. He was using
confetti and other props to make the self-portrait strips of photos much more artistic, when he
was stopped by a police officer who queried him about what he was doing. Even though there
was nobody else waiting for the photo booth and my friend was cleaning up the confetti mess,
the police officer felt some kind of infraction had occurred, and asked him to stop what he was
doing and clean up right then, or risk being cited.Since my friend was not undressed or doing
anything hurtful or suggestive, he was mystified and upset that he had been threatened with
receiving a citation. When he consulted legal counselors who specialize in assisting artists, he
was informed by a lawyer that the only law that he could think of that could apply was something
similar to the law that regulates public bathrooms. It's private, but you can't do everything you



want. The lawyer explained, "There is no line, but you've just crossed it." In other words,
unspoken and unconsciously supported beliefs exist that serve to maintain the belief boundaries
we live within.The beautiful thing about creative people like artists, actors, writers, musicians and
inventors is how they show us our world in new ways. They invite us to see ourselves and how
we perceive in ways that challenge our beliefs; they encourage us to transcend limitations we're
often unconsciously living within. There are so many different ways to create our realities, and
when we see some of these different possibilities, the world becomes a sparkling place of
infinite creativity and delight.I have a friend who shares her unique kind of creativity conducting
"mystery tours" that give people opportunities to explore beyond their ordinary boundaries. She
often only gives people the barest and most mysterious clues as to where they're going on a
mystery tour, such as informing them they need to wear "white gloves and a hat,"or "tights."
When people show up for her mystery tour, they discover they'll be learning to fence, play bocci
ball, perform circus acrobatics, or perhaps tour a Twinkie factory. These mystery tours achieve
legendary status because of the memorably creative way they provide such exciting and
unpredictable ways of stretching peoples' concepts of what one can experience.All of us are
artists, if only in the sense we are creating ourselves as the lead character in the story of our life.
We often are not aware of the variety of choices available to us in every moment, since it's so
easy to get trapped in the habit of maintaining perspectives we've "always had" rather than being
open to something new. To the degree we are willing to open our minds, we free ourselves from
the prison of our habits and belief structures. We can end any painful cycle in life by simply
opening a circle of belief that constrains us too tightly. Every new experience is an opportunity to
learn, grow, laugh and love, if we allow this to be true.What Are Reality Shifts?Reality shifts are
physically observed changes that occur without any direct physical intervention; they are
mysterious appearances, disappearances, transformations, and transportations that occur in
and around us. Some reality shifts seem to result from the intention of prayers and wishes, and
some involve healings related to prayers, while the reason for others is not at all obvious. Reality
shifts may occur due to choices made by unconscious thoughts and feelings, creative
consciousness, or the conscious and unconscious collective. Reality shifts feel miraculous to
those who witness them, giving one a sense of awe and wonder at the mystery of how
something that seemed so solid and fixed could be affected as if by magical forces beyond one's
comprehension.I started thinking and talking about reality shifts in 1997 when I noticed some
startling changes in which real physical objects and people changed, and I felt a burning need to
discuss this with my friends and understand what was going on. These experiences were
shocking and a little bit frightening to me at first, until I realized reality shifts have been
happening around me for much of my life, and that no harm comes to me from experiencing
them. In fact, observing reality shifts sharpens my awareness to what's happening around me
and around my perceptual acuity. I also feel like I'm gaining a back-stage view of how the
universe operates, getting a chance to see how even apparently solid objects can behave rather
fluidly and how consciousness creates reality.The reality shifts I experience involve things



undergoing rather marked changes that I don't anticipate, like seeing artwork in a children's book
changing to a completely different illustration, a large sundial sculpture sometimes being there
and sometimes not, and keys falling out of the air. Other shifts involve a dead cat being alive
again, a person's name vanishing off of a conference agenda on all pages in the room, bruises
vanishing right before my eyes, and rain starting and stopping as I look up at the sky.These
reality shifts are incredibly mysterious transformations that happen right in front of me, many of
which I experience with others. It's so much more meaningful to share these things—it's easier
to know that something magical really did occur when more than one person shares the
experience, since corroboration helps reassure me that I am not imagining things. Shared
experiences of reality shifts also help because they encourage me to talk about what happened,
describe it in words, and place it in memory.You have probably already experienced many reality
shifts. I believe most of us have. Possibly you noticed a sock or two missing after you washed it,
somewhere between the washing machine and the drying machine, most inexplicably leaving
you one or more lone socks with no mates. This experience is so commonplace that it's routinely
joked about, yet I haven't heard anyone other than stand-up comics ask the question, "Where do
all the missing socks go?" Often socks are so small that they can and do hide inside other
laundry items, and can even get mistakenly folded up inside towels and sheets, or hung up on
hangers with shirts or dresses. What's most curious is when the socks simply seem to vanish
altogether, and all other possibilities have been investigated. When you have thoroughly
checked everywhere possible and still can't find the sock, you begin to wonder what could
possibly have happened to it. Since it's just a sock and not something or someone more
important to you, the incident may not capture much of your attention, even when the sock
reappears mysteriously in a place you'd already checked and you're certain it hadn't been
before.Perhaps you've had an experience where you are absolutely sure that you set down your
wallet or keys in a certain place, only to return and not be able to find them there. You then
search around the place a bit more unsuccessfully, and return again to that same place where
you first looked ... and there they are. You probably figured at that point that you must have been
distracted or inobservant—certainly they must have been there all along, and somehow you just
didn't notice them the first time you checked there. There is something strange and surprising
about this, but since you've found what you were looking for and have no reason to continue
contemplating the matter, you give it no further thought.You might think that by paying more
attention, you could stop these events from occurring ... yet I've found the opposite to be true.
I've had many experiences with reality shifts such as the hypothetical one described above, and
surprisingly, the more attention I pay to reality shifts, the more I observe them happening around
me, and the more likely it is that I find reality shifting in accordance with how I would prefer my
reality to be.I've noticed reality shifts all my life, but hadn't noted or talked about them because
these experiences fell outside the realm of what our culture considers possible. I doubted that I
saw something that wasn't really there, because it vanished again. It was easier to believe I was
just daydreaming and imagining things than to admit I just saw something so magical and



mysterious. Many people can notice how reality shifts around them, so it's time for us to share
stories of reality shifts, and open a discussion about this magical universe.Skepticism,
Mindfulness and Reality Shifts"If you would be a real seeker after truth, it is necessary that at
least once in your life you doubt, as far as possible, all things."– Rene DescartesSo if reality
shifts around us all the time, why don't more people acknowledge this phenomenon? Once
people hear about reality shifts, why don't they all enthusiastically embrace this idea? Why
would anyone feel a need to doubt something they can experience relatively easily for
themselves?At the heart of skepticism is a desire for objective examination of new ideas, rather
than subjective airbrushing or "wishful thinking." Skeptics remind us of the importance of
minimizing our subjective personal judgments so we may more fully experience what is really
here. There is a significant difference between mindfulness and skepticism. Whereas
mindfulness is the nonjudgmental awareness encouraging us to accept what we perceive,
skepticism encourages us towards ever-vigilant doubtfulness.Many people believe that
maintaining an attitude of skepticism is healthy, because it protects us against being taken in by
false claims. Doubt is considered to be the starting place for science, since new discoveries are
not to be believed based on some researcher's word alone—they must be proven to be valid
and true. Scientific experiments must be repeatable in order to verify the logical process from
assumptions to experimental procedure to results, or else the results are highly suspect. We do
not trust what we do not respect, and so the basis of good science is the reporting of observed
phenomena stripped clean of the personally subjective components of perception. My Random
House College Dictionary defines skeptic as:Skeptic - a person who questions the validity or
authenticity of something purporting to be factual; a person who maintains a doubting attitude,
as toward values, plans, statements, or the character of others; a person who doubts the truth of
a religion; a member of a philosophical school of ancient Greece, who maintained that real
knowledge of things is impossible; any thinker who doubts the possibility of real knowledge of
any kind.The underlying premise of skepticism is that certain widely held beliefs are all that can
be commonly proved to be true, so only that which is readily apparent to our senses and can be
demonstrated to us upon demand may be considered valid, and all else must be continually
questioned. When skepticism encourages that we remain in a state of disbelief regardless what
is being sensed, it's clear that disbelief will greatly affect our perceptions ... just as any belief
system affects perception. Rigid adherence to a state of disbelief is just as limiting as rigid
adherence to any other kind of belief system.In fact, we are all limited by our assumptions. It's
challenging if not impossible to thoroughly doubt and question our own closely held beliefs ...
such as the one that maintaining a constant state of doubt is advantageous to us. Doubting such
doubt leaves us with nothing at all as the basis for all that is. While a person with a mindful
attitude of acceptance would lovingly accept this discovery, a skeptic quite possibly would doubt
this finding as well. At some point, even the most passionate skeptics among us accept ideas
and beliefs as their basis for comprehending this universe. If this acceptance is a rigid one of
holding some beliefs more tightly than others, we risk becoming closed-minded, and ignoring



many innovative new ways of seeing the world.There are numerous examples throughout history
of how skepticism and doubt often appear in retrospect to be attempts to cling to long-held
conservative beliefs. Christopher Columbus faced such skepticism when he attempted to get
financing for his voyage to the new world, and found that most of the people who could afford to
pay for his trip felt it was a waste of money, since they were skeptical that he would find anything
of value on his voyage before he fell off the edge of the earth.Many things we take for granted
now such as cars, computers, microwave ovens and satellite communications for television and
phone calls were not considered possible when they were first publicly discussed. People
greeted these tremendous new technological inventions with considerable doubt and distrust.
The Wright brothers were faced with immense skepticism that they could make a real flying
airship, since everyone who had ever tried to get a mechanical device airborne with people
aboard had failed spectacularly.Skepticism is not merely a historical aberration, but continues to
appear even in more recent times. In 1985, scientists laughed at and ridiculed a proposal by
fellow scientists to view a single molecule with a new type of scanning tunneling microscope. A
decade later, when scanning probe microscopes, or SPMs, became the standard equipment in
research labs around the world and a Nobel prize in physics was awarded for the development
of the scanning tunneling microscope, the skepticism of physicists and microscopists finally
wore off.Experiential proof overcomes conservative skepticism, since many people can accept
new beliefs when they directly perceive them. I therefore strongly encourage people who wish to
explore the nature of reality shifts to try the exercises at the end of each chapter of this book.
Reality shifts do not readily lend themselves to experimental validation, since they do not occur
upon demand, nor do they force themselves on us so those who wish to ignore them are
incapable of doing so ... but they definitely do occur when they are allowed to happen.
Dramatically recognizable reality shift experiences seem to most frequently occur when they are
needed.To those who doubt that reality can move as I describe, I suggest they retain mental
equilibrium by equally doubting that reality does not shift. Skeptical people are capable of having
the most intense kinds of experiences when they remove their mental barriers and perceive the
vast difference between what they had believed possible and what they find themselves
experiencing. In other words, to see is to believe.My Background & BeliefsMy awareness of
reality shifts came to me in spite of the fact that I was raised in a very pragmatic family, and I
didn't attend church or receive spiritual training. My parents emphasized the importance of
logical, rational thinking for best understanding the universe. My father is a civil engineer who
believes that math and science provide us with the best way to comprehend the universe, and
who shared many hours with my sister and me studying mathematics, science, and literature
when we were growing up. My mother was a grade school teacher who provided my sister and I
with a loving, relaxed and supportive learning environment in our childhood. My family traveled
every summer to different parts of the world, so as I grew up I saw people living in very different
cultures… ranging from the friendly laid-back attitudes of the Pacific islanders to the rush-rush
excitement of people living in big cities like Hong Kong, Stockholm, Tokyo, and Paris. There are



many different ways for people to live and relate to one another, and I'm grateful to have
witnessed this firsthand while growing up.Both my parents believed in the value of continuing
education, so my sister majored in Molecular Biology and I majored in Physics when we were
encouraged to go away to college as teenagers. I continued my university studies to get a
master's degree in business administration after receiving a bachelor's degree in Physics, and
then worked as a data center project manager for a bank for several years. My educational
schooling in physics, psychology and business reinforced the values of practicality and
rationality I learned in childhood from my family.Aside from a short time in the Girl Scouts when I
was young, I have not belonged to religious or spiritual affiliations, so my spiritual experiences
have been relatively unbiased by religious training. My grandmother lovingly shared with me her
belief in Christianity, but I did not attend church or bible study classes. It is wonderful to observe
these experiences relatively free of religious bias or expectation. I am not seeking to add any
additional belief structures to overlay on myself, because I have found a deeper appreciation for
direct experience. I love to be able to continue questioning without ever assuming that, "NowI
understand what's going on here." I prefer to ask questions indefinitely without stopping at
concepts of agreed-upon reality and assuming that since two or more of us agree upon
something, then that's all there is to it.I also feel it is important to let you know that I do not take
drugs; my experiences are not augmented by any kind of controlled or uncontrolled
hallucinogenic substances. While I have experienced various extra-sensory phenomena
throughout my life, I consider myself to be a very practical, organized person, not someone who
is carried away by flights of fancy. I excel at planning and managing projects with many people,
and have a reputation for being straightforward and honest.I'm excited to share with you some
examples of reality shifts I've encountered and heard about, as well as ways to experience
reality shifting so you can feel the joy and wonder of witnessing miracles first-hand. I wrote this
book based on my own experiences and some of the experiences of those close to me. It's my
sincere desire to share reality shifts stories in order to open up a dialog about the way reality
shifts, so we may all become more conscious of the effect our thoughts and feelings have on the
universe. I've included sections on reality shifts I've experienced that seemed to have occurred
for no apparent reason, reality shifts I noticed corresponding to wishes or prayers, reality shifts
that resulted in healings of people and things, ways to allow reality shifts and feel inspired, lucid
dreaming, lucid living, thoughtful contemplation about the why and how reality shifts, and a
sense of what it's like to live everyday life knowing that reality shifts.When you experience the
shifting nature of reality, you may find, as I have, that life feels like a dream.Life is But a
DreamWhen I see remarkable and surprising things happen, it gives me a jolt similar to how I
feel when awakening from a dream. I feel startled out of complacency each time I experience a
reality shift, as the experience of witnessing something I considered stable undergoing a
surprising transformation feels shocking to me. It must be very easy to fall back asleep again
and react mostly unconsciously to the world, because I have been continually reminded of the
shifting nature of reality again and again when things instantaneously and without any apparent



physical cause appear, disappear, transform, or transport. The meaning of these reality shifts
has grown for me over time. I am now aware that reality shifts carry a message for us that we are
all able to transform our lives through our thoughts and feelings. Each time these reality shifts
occur, I feel a reminder from spirit that space and time are much greater than I am normally able
to comprehend or appreciate, and I sense an implicit grandeur to the universe.At the time I first
became consciously aware of reality shifts, I had no mental framework for placing such
experiences. Now that I've witnessed hundreds of reality shifts, I've become more accepting of
shifts occurring around me as I see reality is not constrained by limitations I've previously
believed in. I've had experiences that have shown me that people who are separated across
time and space remain interconnected on a deep level. I've noticed patterns in my experiences,
such that some reality shifts feel like wishes being granted, others feel like spontaneous healing
is occurring (which is a special kind of prayer), and still others seem like incredible
synchronicities. Wishing and praying for people to heal seems to shift reality. Wishing and
praying for changes in our lives also shifts reality. Our minds are very influential in constructing
our sense and our experience of reality, and reality behaves very much like a dream. Reality is
responsive to our thoughts and where we place our attention.Buddhist meditation practitioners
are familiar with these reality shift gaps and discontinuities, and typically advise against either
identifying oneself too strongly with the reality shifting (such as thinking, "I'm amazing! I can
warp the very fabric of reality!"), to the other extreme of feeling reality shifts should be guarded
against because they threaten our normal view of reality. As with all things in life, reality shifts are
best enjoyed when balance is found in learning to appreciate the mysteries and wonder inherent
in everyday life. Reality shifts are gifts that give us a glimpse of the underlying
interconnectedness between all levels of space and time.Some religions and spiritual faiths
explain that what we consider to be reality is actually a dream. Life feels like a dream when we
are startled out of complacency and routine by inexplicable synchronicity, epiphany, déjà vu,
rapport, and miracles. Many of us have felt like what's happening has happened before, or that
we have some kind of memory of it already. Many of us feel instant rapport for a person, place, or
thing, without any real reason for feeling so close. If a wish fulfilled is a miracle, then I believe
millions of miracles happen here on Earth every day, because so many people experience their
wishes being granted. I believe we are creating our lives from our thoughts and feelings every
day, and when we focus our attention more closely on what is possible, we can better appreciate
our power to completely transform our lives.The people who inspire me most are those who live
their lives lucidly, with full appreciation for what really matters. People who have had near death
experiences inspire me because they often decide to radically open their beliefs in accordance
with their spiritual path and knowledge of the ways that they are directly creating reality. People
who've been declared dead and then come back to life frequently resume their lives with much
greater interest and vigor than before, and with much greater appreciation and enjoyment of life.
They stop worrying about things they no longer consider of importance, they don't get angry
about things "going wrong," and they change their values ... knowing that the only things we take



with us when we die are the love, knowledge and joy of living each day to its fullest. These
people remember the interconnectedness of all things and the preciousness of life, while losing
their fear of death.Learning to flow with life and develop a more expanded sense of experience
gives me feelings of joy, stability and freedom. When I sense the way reality changes, I feel more
aware of who I am and how I fit in the universe, and less constrained to live according to
expectations. When viewing experience from the perspective of participating in a waking dream,
I am in a much higher frame of reference that allows me to perceive these reality shifts as the
physical embodiment of choices I am making. Our true spiritual nature is love, joy, and freedom—
and nobody deprives us of these things. We can be our own jailers, trapped in static limitations
of our beliefs and attitudes, or we can choose to free ourselves to fully experience this present
moment.I long to live in a world that responds to my thoughts and feelings, yet still surprises and
delights me in new and ever-changing ways. Such are the qualities of my most enjoyable
dreams, and such my life becomes when I wake up to what's really possible. I notice my belief
boundaries expanding every time reality shifts, as well as in every 'ordinary' moment of each
day.Introduction to Reality ExercisesArm FoldingQuickly fold your arms in front of you, without
looking to see which arm is on top of the other. Now quickly unfold and refold your arms the
opposite way. How do you feel crossing your arms this way? If you feel uncomfortable or
awkward, do you know why that is?This exercise shows how we can get so accustomed to doing
things a certain way that habitual patterns can become impediments to changing our ways. We
rarely notice our most typical ways of thinking and behaving, because things we do often tend to
become habitual and unconscious. Now visualize crossing your arms the new way, just the
opposite of how you usually cross your arms. Don't actually cross your arms the new way—just
imagine how it looks and feels to cross your arms differently. After picturing this clearly and then
quickly crossing your arms the new way, do you notice any difference? Why do you think this is?
Imaginary Rubber BandWe often overlook how much influence our minds have over every
aspect of our lives. We tend to be so immersed in our thoughts we don't examine how thoughts
affect our experience.Clasp your hands together with your two forefingers both pointing upwards
parallel to one another at a distance of about one to two inches apart. Study your forefingers,
and imagine that there is a tight rubber band around them. Now say aloud to yourself slowly in a
deliberate tone of voice, "I can feel the rubber band bringing my fingers closer ... and closer ...
and closer ..." If you notice your fingers moved closer together, why do you think this was? If you
notice your fingers didn't move together, why do you think they stayed apart?Heaven's BoughsI
climb my tree with book in hand,and feel the rough bark scratch me.Barefoot toe-holds lift me up
into the leafy bower ...heaven's gateway of poking twigsand twisting branch of roughened
barkand fragrant bough.Ants walk here towards the skyas I twist and turnfinding a nest of
branches to embrace me,my barefoot toes wiggling in ecstatic delight.Sunlight dances through
cathedral leaf patterns above me ... birds sing nearby.I can feel myself steady and embraced in
loveyet swaying gently ...slowly ...in these scratchy arms.I feel so much Love here,I rest my head
and fall asleep ...wakening much later to gazeinto a blue jay's intense eyes.We are brothers, he



and I.Chapter 2Why Reality Shifts"Nature is full of infinite causes that have never occurred in
experience"– Leonardo da VinciWhen I talk to people about reality shifts, I am often asked, "So
why do these things happen? I can't find my wallet anywhere ... is this a practical joke?" The first
reason for experiencing things appearing, disappearing, transporting and transforming is simply
to awaken us to the fact that it can—reality does shift. Perhaps there need be no other reason.
Some of us require a whole lot of reality shift experiences before we are finally willing to admit
something mysterious is going on that defies immediate comprehension. Once we acknowledge
that reality may be an ever-changing creation of our collective minds, we open ourselves to a
dialogue between ourselves and the universe. The significance of some reality shifts seems
much like dream symbolism, where people, objects, and events have meaning far greater than
surface appearance suggests. Observing reality shifts thus deepens my appreciation for the
mystery of life, and the miracle of being part of such a creative universe.My scientifically minded
sister once asked me "What is the mechanism for these things to happen!?," after she
experienced her first psychic communication with me when we were continents apart. As far as I
know, there are no mechanisms existing within material reality that allow people to send and
receive communications with one another across time and space, heal others, make and receive
wishes, and see people and things transform, appear, and disappear. All these things seem
magical, mysterious, and miraculous because they defy some of our most basically held
assumptions—yet they have all happened to me and people I know.Many scientists believe if we
look in the right place, we'll find mechanisms to explain every experience. This mechanistic view
is based on assumptions of material realism, which Amit Goswani outlines in his book, The Self-
Aware Universe, as being: strong objectivity, causal determinism, locality, physical or material
monism, and epiphenomenalism. Scientists adopt such assumptions as a philosophy of
scientific realism, without remembering their assumptions arose from postulates about the
nature of reality—not experimental results. These assumptions began when Rene Descartes
divided the world into matter and mind, and with scientists subsequently challenging the mind,
or spirit, component. Results from modern quantum physics experiments indicate that mind is an
essential component in the universe, and that mind and matter are unified by
consciousness.Quantum physics is the study of atomic and subatomic particles and waves, the
smallest known and most elementary components of the universe. Scientists studying those
most elementary particles, or quanta, hope to find ways to better observe and predict quantum
behavior. Intriguingly, quanta seem to only manifest as material particles when we look at them,
and otherwise tend to behave as waves. We can actually see this dual wave/particle behavior in
photons, which are the most basic quantum particles in light. Photons demonstrate wavelike
behavior when we shine light through a narrow slit and see a diffraction pattern of light and dark
bands, and particle behavior when light particles physically strike film in our cameras that we
can develop into pictures.Scientists wishing to prove their assumptions of material realism at the
subatomic level have been surprised to find just the opposite, because quanta do not behave
mechanically. Waves of light sometimes behave like particles, but we can only predict quantum



particle behavior with probabilities. We are also unable to observe all the information about a
given quantum particle at a given time. These findings require a reassessment of some
fundamental assumptions, since our ability to explore and understand the universe depends
upon our flexibility at improving our core beliefs.Start with Good AssumptionsBefore we can
seriously contemplate why reality shifts, we need to start with good working assumptions for our
scientific exploration of the universe that agree with what we observe. All science is based on
assumptions. We need to honestly assess our starting assumptions before attempting to build
an explanation for what's going on. We'll examine how the assumptions of material realism hold
up to scientific findings, and revise these assumptions to match what experimental results
appear to show us. It's good scientific practice to revise assumptions when they just don't match
reality; for example, we now assume the world is spheroidal, not flat, and that the Earth revolves
around the sun. We'll stick with these beliefs until reality shows us a more accurate
perspective.Material realism's first assumption of strong objectivity asserts there is an objective
material universe "out there" that is independent of us. For example, we hope to understand
chemistry by studying the interaction of chemicals, and physics by studying how physical bodies
interact ... yet we do not consider ourselves to be in any way entangled in what we are
observing. We often imagine that we can be perfect voyeurs, having no appreciable impact
whatsoever on the subjects of our study. The validity of this assumption becomes questionable
when we see how inextricably connected the observer is to quantum physics experiments; the
observer plays the decisive role in determining what is observed.The second assumption of
causal determinism is the familiar idea that once we understand the forces causing change in a
given system, we can accurately predict the effect those causes will have. We would expect to
be able to predict what would happen when we roll a marble towards a bunch of other marbles, if
we knew where all the marbles were and the position and speed of the striking marble. As we
will see in this chapter, quantum physics challenges our ability to understand all that we need in
order to make such predictions, since the uncertainty principle does not allow us to know both
an object's velocity and position. We cannot accurately make predictions in the realm of
quantum physics, other than having a sense of statistical probability for certain outcomes.
Werner Heisenberg proposed in his uncertainty principle that quanta must be described as
waves while they travel and particles when they are viewed, and Niels Bohr added that it's
impossible to specify the observed atom's wave function separately from it's observing electron.
Chaos theory is another challenge to causal determinism, as the universe appears to behave
unpredictably at its very core.
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Glenn Aparicio Parry, “Reality is More Fluid than We Imagine. Cynthia Sue Larson opens her
book by making a a disarmingly brilliant statement: "what we wish for, dream, and imagine is the
very framework and foundation of everything we create." With this pronouncement, she adds
fluidity to our very definition of reality, too often defined in the negative: as not imaginary, not
dream-like, not (only) theoretical. And she is spot on; everything, from a bird's nest to a
completed book, existed first in the imagination and then became manifest. There is a fluid
interface between imagination and reality, the same interface the quantum physicist David Bohm
spoke about as "implicate and explicate order" underlying all of creation.Larson, who has a
degree in physics, shares another similarity to Bohm. They both recognize the limitations of
thought when people are stuck in their assumptions of what reality is or is not possible. Larson
bursts the bubble of restricted perceptions of reality, opening the reader up to new worlds of
possibilities. Standard definitions of space and time are reframed to allow for discontinuous
quantum jumps of shifting reality. Through the use of many stories, often personal, she takes us
on a magical dive into an Alice in Wonderland underworld where all things are possible. You
don't even have to pop a pill. All you need to do is read this book and pop the bubble of self-
limitation.”

AtlantaGal, “Mandela Effect Relief. If you're freaked out about the Mandela Effect, you might
want to read this book. Ms. Larson is probably the most positive person out there on the subject.
There are others, surely, on Youtube, who are positive as well. However, the difference between
them an Cynthia is that she has a formal education in science, something that is proven or at
least illuminated throughout this book. She explains quantum ideas (as I call them) in a way we
can understand. For me, the biggest motivation for buying it was to calm myself down from the
weird mandela effect stuff that was happening and continues to happen. You won't be
disappointed.”

Donovan Forest, “ack was a butcher. I seldom read fiction. Most of it seems same old same old
and I rapidly drift off. Soon after I purchased this book, I was caught and quickly finished it. It is
well written and the story is grabbing. Should I recommend this to you? I’m torn, because it isn’t
a pleasant story. It explores the depravity nadirs of humans, especially men. The puzzle: could
you go into the past and somehow change it and recognize it has been changed when
returning? It seems to me that even your memory of the original past would be changed and you
would have no way to recognize this; an entirely new timeline would immediately come into
existence and the old wouldn’t ever have happened. Anyhow, our protagonist didn’t consider this
and was determined to assure that the future records of Jack the Ripper would be changed. In
spite of his efforts, he create the future the past of which he was sent to explore. There is gore;
Jack was a butcher.”



Caroline Johnson, “As good as it gets.. Just what is needed at this time when the Mandela Effect
theory is gaining traction. This review is long overdue but I'm sure the bubbly Ms. Larson will
understand. She sees the science behind this Effect, being a reputable scientist and explains
this with contagious enthusiasm. This should give pause to those inclined to sniff at 'those
conspiracy theorists'.”

zapple Pie, “I Experienced a REALITY SHIFT While Writing About This Book. I was writing a
brief review of REALITY SHIFTS on Facebook, when something very strange happened.I
noticed nothing unusual as I typed and made corrections, occasionally glancing at my monitor.
But when I had completed my writing and looked at the screen for the final time to post my
review, I was no longer on Facebook-- I had inexplicably left that site and was now in my email
folder-- I had written my entire review as a reply to that email, without ever knowingly leaving
Facebook or opening the email!It was not a question of forgetting where I was on my computer; I
had loaded a photo to go along with my review on Facebook, so I was certain that I had been on
that site when I began writing the review. How I managed to get off Facebook, open the email
and hit the Reply button, all while continuing an unbroken flow of writing that appeared in its
entirety in the email is a real head-scratcher.It was exactly the sort of synchronicity about which
Cynthia Sue Larson writes-- and with which I've become familiar myself during the last couple of
years. For a possible indication of the mischievous spirit who may have been behind this
particular blip in reality's fabric, the reader is referred to AN ATHEIST IN HEAVEN by Paul
Jeffrey Davids, for which I was asked to contribute a chapter recounting my experiences related
to the strange afterlife case of Forrest J Ackerman.Needless to say, having experienced some of
the REALITY SHIFTS author Larson writes about, I know they happen, probably more often than
most of us realize (as you read the book, you'll probably recognize similar mysterious
occurrences from your own life), and I'm grateful for the insight into the phenomenon that her
book provides.”

Mangino, “Reading this book gave me the clarity I needed. This book has confirmed my personal
experiences because there were moments in the past i thought i was hullucinating but now
realize my personal shifts were very real. I also vividly remember Mandela's death in 1991 in
prison and was totally baffled to see him alive again years later.”

Crabby Apple, “Gotta Love It!. I am so glad I came across this book! I have certainly experienced
these reality shifts myself - many over the years. It was great to read about how others have
been and are experiencing these things too. I always called my reality shifts 'my miracles' -
because to me that is what they were! I gained a new perspective on some of my miracles after
reading this book which was great. The author's voice is very kind, and I enjoyed her upbeat
attitude and optimism. I don't feel quite so crazy anymore. :)I also visited the authors website and
read even more stories of reality shifts. Highly recommended!”



Zippy, “excellently done. I believe I am. Already starting to notice my own reality shifts so
useful.An interesting read, provided me with several other areas to explore as well.Nice light
tone throughout the book but for me the experience was a slow read. That's not a comment on
the author by the way rather it's a comment on the work inside that gets done while reading the
book. Normally I'm a fast reader but this book made me pause for contemplation .. A lot .. So I
spent  3 weeks with it as my bedside reading material.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Fab book. Very Happy with book and Prompt service”

Mel, “Fab book. I can relate to this stuff! Would love to be able to join her on a social network”

Des, “This book is one of my favorite reads. Cynthia is an amazing person who's helped .... This
book is one of my favorite reads. Cynthia is an amazing person who's helped me a lot with her
advice.”

The book by Cynthia Sue Larson has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 99 people have provided feedback.
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